Press release

Georgia Biomass: US Pellet plant breaks production record
• 750,000 metric tons of industrial wood pellets already produced
• Up to 10 percent increase of nameplate production possible in 2019

Waycross, 18 December 2019
The pellet plant of innogy’s subsidiary Georgia Biomass, LLC, one of the world’s largest wood pellet
plants, has reached its annual nameplate production capacity of 750,000 metric tons of industrial wood
pellets just after 11 months. Georgia Biomass will now likely exceed this target by up to 10 percent in
2019 – not only in production but also in international shipments out the port of Savannah.
Fabian Gaus, Managing Director of Georgia Biomass explains: “I am proud that we reached this
production record. Due to all efforts, past and present, Georgia Biomass now truly is a benchmark
worldwide: The largest plant for industrial wood pellets by production. This is the success of our
employees, which stepped-up to each and every challenge and through hard work and determination,
found innovative solutions to address issues that limited production rate.”
Georgia Biomass’ Managing Director Mark Gaddy adds: “At the same time, we continue to maintain a
superior quality level of our product and an excellent record in health, safety and environmental
performance. Very few, if any, within our industry have achieved this level of performance.”
Since 2011 Georgia Biomass is one of the US’ premier producers of industrial wood pellets. Over the last
years in operation the pellet plant has created over 90 jobs locally, over 300 indirect jobs, and supported
the surrounding community. Georgia Biomass is committed to ensuring its products come from
sustainable sources and encourages employees to broaden the practice of sustainable forestry.
The fiber utilized to manufacture the pellets is 100 percent compliant with the Sustainable Biomass
Program (SBP) and has a residual share of some 50 percent. Georgia Biomass is certified to seven
sustainability standards: FSC Chain of Custody, SFI Chain of Custody, PEFC Chain of Custody, FSC
Controlled Wood, SFI Fiber Sourcing, GGL Chain of Custody and Processing and SBP. In addition, the plant
in Waycross is the largest fully ENplus A1 certified facility in the world. It was only the third facility in the
US to meet the stringent European pellet council quality requirements and, within the US, is qualified into
the PFI Standards Program.
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Legal disclaimer
This document contains forward-looking statements. These statements are based on the current views, expectations, assumptions and
information of the management, and are based on information currently available to the management. Forward-looking statements shall not
be construed as a promise for the materialisation of future results and developments and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties.
Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those described in such statements due to, among other things, changes in the
general economic and competitive environment, risks associated with capital markets, currency exchange rate fluctuations, changes in
international and national laws and regulations, in particular with respect to tax laws and regulations, affecting the Company, and other factors.
Neither the Company nor any of its affiliates assumes any obligations to update any forward-looking statements.
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